In the past decades, many improved car-following models based on the full velocity difference (FVD) model have been developed. But these models do not consider the acceleration of leading vehicle. Some of them consider individual anticipation behavior of drivers, but they either do not quantitatively determine the types of driving or artificially divide the driving types rather than deriving them from actual traffic data. In this paper, driver's driving styles are firstly categorized based on actual traffic data via data mining and clustering algorithm. Secondly, a new car-following model based on FVD model is developed, taking into account individual anticipation effects and the acceleration of leading vehicle. The effect of driving characteristics and leading vehicle's acceleration on car-following behavior is further analyzed via numerical simulation. The results show that considering the acceleration of preceding vehicle in the model improves the stability of traffic flow and different driving characteristics have different influence on the stability of traffic flow.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of the global economy and the number of vehicles, the worsening traffic congestion gradually becomes a social problem affecting the lives of residents. In order to solve a series of problems caused by traffic jams, many scholars studied the mechanism of traffic congestion in many ways. The car-following model is used to simulate the traffic flow and analyze the stability of traffic flow, which is important for analyzing the formation mechanism of traffic congestion and solving the urban traffic congestion [1] . The rise of intelligent transportation system, pilot information guidance system, autonomous intelligent cruise control system, and driverless cars further promotes the attention to the car-following behavior. Typical car-following theory studies the reaction of following car to the speed change of preceding vehicle(s) and illustrates it with a mathematical model.
In 1953, Pipes [2] first proposed the car-following model which only considered the relative velocity between the vehicles without considering the impact of the distance between vehicles and other additional information on the carfollowing behavior. Obviously, this model is seriously inconsistent with the actual situation. Bando et al. [3] proposed an optimal velocity (OV) model considering the influence of distances between vehicles on the speed of following vehicle. Helbing and Tilch [4] found that too high acceleration and unrealistic deceleration occurred in the OV model when the traffic trajectory data was used to calibrate the OV function. To overcome the deficiency of the OV model, they proposed a generalized force model (GFM). The full velocity difference (FVD) model was developed by Jiang et al. [5] with the consideration of positive and negative velocity differences. Furthermore, a number of new car-following models have been carried out based on FVD model. Tang et al. [6, 7] proposed a car-following model with the consideration of road conditions and vehicle communication on the basis of calibrated speed-headway function. Gong et al. [8] put forward a new full velocity difference model considering 2 Journal of Advanced Transportation the asymmetry of the vehicle acceleration and deceleration process on the basis of FVD model. Zheng et al. [9] presented a new car-following model with consideration of anticipation driving behavior based on FVD model. Ge et al. [10, 11] proposed a two-velocity-difference model based on an intelligent transportation system. Ge et al. [11] [12] [13] proposed a series of improved FVD models with the consideration of various factors affecting the driver to adjust the optimal speed. Sun et al. [14, 15] presented a car-following model considering the effect of looking backward and multiple optimal current difference. Wang et al. [16] came up with multiple velocity difference model (MVDM) and found significant increase in traffic flow stability region of MVD model compared with FVD model. In 2015, based on optimal velocity car-following model, Ge et al. [17] proposed a new model considering traffic jerk to describe the jamming transition in traffic flow on a highway. In 2017, Song et al. [18] presented an improved carfollowing model which is based on optimal velocity model considering traffic jerk and full velocity difference.
But these models only consider the common driver's driving style without taking into account the individual driving style. In the real traffic flow, the driver's age, physical fitness, reaction sensitivity, driving skills, and other individual differences lead to different car-following behaviors [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Many scholars have found that drivers in the process of following and lane changing exhibit the characteristics of delays, inaccuracies, and anticipation in the process of studying car-following model and lane-changing model [24] . Because the driver's psychological-physiological activities exhibited in the process of following are uncertain and complex, all drivers' car-following behavior and free lanechange phenomena cannot be accurately described by the same mathematical model. In recent years, the influence of driving type on traffic flow stability has been studied by many scholars. Sharma [25] analyzed the passing effect with driver anticipation effect on traffic flow and concluded that passing parameter is an important parameter which plays an important role to stabilize traffic flow. In 2016, Wen et al. [26] recently analyzed the behavior of driver characteristic on a two-lane traffic flow phenomena and confirmed that traffic jam can be suppressed efficiently by considering the driver's characteristics. To further study the driver's characteristics, Gupta and Redhu [27] proposed a modified OV model by considering the timid or aggressive features of drivers behavior on traffic flow. Peng et al. [28] considered the individual driving style based on FVD model and subjectively divided the driving types into two types: timid and aggressive; then different personal driving styles are obtained by linear combination of the two types. However, these models are qualitative analysis of driving types rather than quantitative analysis, and the types of driving are based solely on human cognition instead of starting from the actual traffic data.
To solve the above-mentioned problems in these carfollowing models, clustering analysis is introduced to obtain the driving types from real vehicle trajectory data. In addition, the acceleration information of preceding vehicle is considered in a new car-following model based on the FVD model because, in the real traffic flow, the driver tends to adjust the speed of vehicle according to the acceleration and deceleration behavior of the leading vehicle [29] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce an attempt to classify driving types with real traffic data by clustering. In Section 3, a new car-following model considering the acceleration of preceding vehicle is explained. In Section 4, several features of the new model tested via numerical simulation are illustrated. Finally, a short summary is given. And the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) The distribution of driving types under different road conditions is quantitatively analyzed.
(ii) The traffic parameters of different driving types are analyzed.
(iii) Based on the traffic track data, this paper further proves that different drivers do have their driving habits in the process of driving.
(iv) Based on the results of quantitative analysis, a carfollowing model considering driving type and preceding vehicle's acceleration is put forward.
Driving Characteristics Classification by Clustering
Cluster analysis is a data analysis method commonly used in the field of data mining. In this paper, we divide driving type by using clustering method, which can overcome disadvantages of car-following models that introduce the driving type based on the traditional method by only considering dominant factors. The clustering method can analyze massive amounts of traffic information effectively and deeply, moreover, it can find hidden useful knowledge in the vast amounts of traffic data. The procedure of grouping a set of objects into some subclasses, which is composed of some similar objects, is called clustering. A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. Currently, there are many mainstream methods of clustering analysis. Among them, the -means algorithm based on partition, with its advantages of simple, rapid, and effective mass data processing, becomes one of the top ten classic data mining algorithms. The -means are based on the basic idea of points in space as centers for clustering, classifying the objects closest to them. Through iterative method, the value of the clustering center is successively updated until the best clustering results are obtained. The famous data mining software, Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka), proposes the -means algorithm making improvement on themeans algorithm. The -means algorithm can automatically determine the number of clustering centers and split them "smartly." -means utilizes a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) in order to verify the clusters number centroids that can model the data effectively. Furthermore, -means uses KDtrees data structure for speed. Lastly, the user can determine the distance function to apply, the minimum and maximum volume of clusters to weigh, and the maximum volume of iterations to conduct. Initially, -means algorithm starts with . In this work, = 13 to cluster the data into thirteen clusters. First, has to be equivalent to the lower bound of the specified assortment and maintaining to add centroids where they are mandatory till the upper bound is reached. During this process, the centroid set that attains the finest score is listed, and this is one that is finally output [30] . In this article, we use the -means algorithm to classify the type of driving based on the real field data.
The field data used in this paper is provided by the Federal Highway Administration's NGSIM (the Next Generation Simulation program) [31] project. Though the project was picked by the Federal Highway Administration, the features of car-following are general on the whole and the influence of nationality and region is small, so this data set has attracted the attention of scholars in the field of traffic from all countries. The data used in this study were collected on a segment of Interstate 80 in San Francisco, CA. The study segment of Interstate 80 was 1650 ft in length and had an auxiliary lane and five freeway lanes and one on-ramp. The Interstate 80 data were collected for 45 min from 4:00 pm to 4:15 pm and from 5:00 pm to 5:30 pm, on April 13, 2005 . Raw data was obtained frame by frame (0.1 s) by video processing software. To alleviate the influence of system error and testing error, in this article, a symmetric exponential moving average (SEMA) filter [32] was adopted to reduce the noise.
The trajectory data of Interstate 80 is filtered and the data without preceding car, with no front frame, or with no next frame is deleted, with the space larger than 500 m or with the headway more than 100 s. The trajectory data with acceleration that is not within reasonable limits ([−3.5 m/s 2 , 3 m/s 2 ]), or with the following time being less than 5 s, which is obviously not effective record of car-following state, is further removed. Finally, we can get about 22.5 million effective data sets and each data set was obtained frame by frame (0.1 s) by video processing software. In order to get the driving type in similar traffic environment, we select the speed and the acceleration of the front vehicle and the distance between the vehicles as the feature vector. In this article, two kinds of road traffic states are obtained by using -means algorithm. As shown in Figure 1 , the traffic state represented by the blue color is significantly more unblocked than the red color. Then, we select the speed and the acceleration of subject vehicle, the speed difference, the acceleration difference, and the headway between leading vehicle and subject vehicle as the feature vector of -means algorithm. Finally the trajectory data of two kinds of traffic states are clustered into three driving styles. The clustering results of the trajectory data in a unblocked traffic state are shown in Figures Tables  1 and 2 . In this paper, three types of driving are labeled as regular, aggressive, and conservative, respectively.
In Tables 1 and 2 , we can find that type 1 corresponds to the red bubble in Figures 2 and 3 , type 2 corresponds to the blue bubble, and type 3 corresponds to the yellow bubble, respectively. From Table 1 , we can find that the average acceleration of vehicle, the average velocity difference, and the average acceleration difference are the dominant factors of driving types under the condition of unblocked traffic. According to these three variables, we can find that type 1 in Table 1 represents the conservative type, type 2 is the regular type, and type 3 is the aggressive type. Correspondingly, the yellow bubble in Figure 2 represents aggressive behavior, the blue bubble in Figure 2 represents the regular behavior, and the red bubble in Figure 2 represents the conservative behavior. Through the observation of Table 2 , we can find that the average speed of vehicle, the average headway, and the average velocity difference are the dominant factors of driving types under the condition of congested traffic. According to these three variables, we can find that type 1 in Table 2 represents the aggressive type, type 2 is the conservative type, and type 3 is the regular type. And correspondingly, the yellow bubble in Figure 3 represents regular behavior, the blue bubble in Figure 3 represents the conservative behavior, and the red bubble in Figure 3 represents the aggressive behavior. From Tables 1 and 2 , we can find that traffic data was dominated by regular driving style in the unblocked traffic state, while traffic data was dominated by aggressive driving style in the congested traffic state and the proportion of conservative driving style is also larger in the congested traffic state. Then we take each vehicle as the research object to carry on further analysis of the driving type. We find that there are 1932 cars in the state of unblocked traffic and there are 1898 cars in the congested traffic state. Each car has a number of car-following data and each car-following data has the corresponding driving type. Then, we analyze the number of car-following data and the results of statistical analysis are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) . The -axis of Figure 4 shows the number of vehicles, the -axis represents the proportion of the dominant driving type in each vehicle's car-following data and different proportions with different colors, and the -axis represents the dominant driving type of car-following data in each vehicle. As shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), in most cases, for the same vehicle, most of the carfollowing data (about 70% to 90%) are the same driving style and this proves that different drivers have different driving styles. Most traffic data belonging to cluster 1 corresponds to type 2 in Table 1 in the unblocked traffic state, and most traffic data belonging to cluster 0 corresponds to type 1 in Table 2 in the congested traffic state. This indicates that the dominant driving style is different under different road conditions.
New Model
In fact, in real traffic, due to the factors such as driving skill, age, response ability, experience, and mental and physical state, the anticipation effect of driver on the surrounding traffic environment will be different [33] . However, FVD model and most improved models based on FVD model consider the overall average response time without considering the difference of the anticipation effect caused by the driving characteristics of different drivers. In addition, most improved models on the basis of FVD model do not consider the influence of leading vehicle's acceleration on the following behavior, so they cannot describe the phenomenon that leading vehicle is accelerating and following vehicle is not slowing down when the gap between vehicles is reducing and the velocity of following vehicle is greater than preceding vehicle's [34] . For this reason, we use the -means clustering algorithm to divide the driving types, and further consider the acceleration of the preceding vehicle; finally, the new model is introduced as follows: 
where 0 ≤ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ≤ 1 are the influence coefficients of intensity among three driving characteristics, denotes the sensitivity of the driver and is given by the reciprocal of the delay time , namely, = 1/ , 1 , 2 , 3 are the anticipation ability coefficients response to the gap corresponding to the aggressive, regular, and conservative type of driving styles, 1 , 2 , 3 are the anticipation ability coefficients response to the velocity difference corresponding to the three types of driving, denotes the response coefficient to the acceleration of preceding vehicle, reflecting the driver's perception in the leading vehicle's acceleration information, and +1 ( ) is the acceleration of car + 1 at time . The new model degenerates into FVD model when 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 = 2 = 3 = = 0. By expanding (1) using the first-order Taylor series, with ( 2 ) denoting the bounded quantity of 2 , the following equation can be obtained:
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ΔV ( + ) = ΔV ( ) + ΔV ( ) + (
where Δ ( ) = +1 ( ) − ( ) denotes the acceleration difference between leading car + 1 and following car .
( ) represents the acceleration of car . Furthermore, (4) is obtained on the basis of (2):
Therefore, we substitute (3) and (4) into (1) and obtain
In general, the value of the reaction time is small, and the term ( 2 ) in (5) is neglected because the value is relatively small in this paper. The OV function (for short, OVF) adopted in this paper is the same as FVD model [5] , as shown in 
Discussion

Linear Stability Analysis.
In order to analyze the effect of driving characteristics on jamming transition of traffic flow, linear stability analysis is carried out. Obviously, the traffic flow will be in a stable state when all vehicles run with the uniform headway and optimal velocity ( ). Therefore the steady-state solution of the traffic flow is given as
where denotes the length of road and is the total number of vehicles. A small disturbance ( ) is applied to the steadystate (0) ( ):
Then substituting it into (5) and linearizing it, one can acquire results as follows:
where
Expanding ( ) = ( + ) yields
Let = 1 ( ) + 2 ( ) 2 +⋅ ⋅ ⋅ and substitute it into (10); then the first-order and second-order terms of are, respectively, deduced as follows:
If 2 < 0, the uniform steady-state flow will be unstable, while the uniform flow is stable if 2 > 0. Therefore, the neutral stability condition (i.e., 2 = 0) is given as follows:
And the stable condition is derived as
. (13) As 1 = 2 = 3 = = 0, the stable condition of the proposed model agrees with that of FVD model [5] : According to (13), we can find that the neutral stability condition of the proposed model depends on the anticipation parameters 1 , 2 , 3 response to the gap while having no relation with the anticipation parameters 1 , 2 , 3 response to the velocity difference. Figure 5 shows the neutral stable curves under different value of , , and in the headway-sensitivity space (Δ , ) for the proposed model with = 0.45 and 1 = 0.2, 2 = 0.05, and 3 = −0.2 [28] . In Figure 5 , the region above the neutral stability line means the stability region where traffic jam does not occur when small disturbances are applied. The area below the neutral stability line denotes the unstable region where the traffic flow influenced by disturbance will evolve into traffic jam with time. From Figure 5 , the neutral stability curve is compressed gradually when the value of is increasing, which means that the acceleration information of preceding vehicle can improve the stability of traffic flow. Furthermore, it can be found that the neutral stability line has an apparent decline when increases, which implies that the aggressive effect of driving characteristics markedly contributes to the stability of traffic flow. The neutral stability line has a certain decline when increases and the coefficient of 3 decreases relatively. Moreover, the neutral stability line ascends gradually when the coefficient of 3 is augmenting. Thus, the regular effect of driving characteristics has a certain positive role on the stability of traffic flow while the conservative effect of driving characteristics is harmful.
Starting and Braking Processes.
It can be found from the analysis above that the anticipation effect of drivers has great impact on the stability of traffic flow; nevertheless, most of the car-following models up to now are built based on standard driving characteristics without considering the difference among individual drivers [33] . In fact, due to the factors such as experience, age, driving skills, response ability, and mental and physical state, the anticipation effect of drivers is different. Thus, the parameters and are set to be random values. In order to show the impact of different anticipation effect on the traffic flow, the proposed model is used to simulate the starting and braking process with choosing the same initial condition as reference [5] . The traffic signal is red and 11 cars are waiting with the same headway of 7.4 m when < 0. Then, the traffic light is switched to green at time = 0, and all vehicles start to run. Other boundary conditions are set as follows: for the first car = 11, the optimal velocity function is 11 (∞) = 14.66 m⋅s −1 , and for the following car, there are (7.4) = 0 ( = 1, . . . , 10). For comparison, the same parameters are set as those in FVD model. Particularly, in the study of this paper, we assume that drivers have the same sensitivity to vehicle distance and speed difference information, so we make 1 = 1 , 2 = 2 , Figure 6 depicts the simulation result of the starting process of (a) the new model and (b) FVD model. In Figure 6 , parameters and are normally distributed random variables [35] with mean value 0.3 and standard variance 0.15. Moreover, the response coefficient to the acceleration of preceding vehicle is set as 0.02. It can be obviously observed in (a) that the velocity curves are not uniform, which means the motion trajectories of vehicles are not all the same. The reason is that the anticipation parameters and describing the individual difference of the driver's anticipation effect are set as random variables. This simulation result conforms to real traffic compared to that in (b). In (b), the velocity curves are very uniform and other vehicles almost all move following the pattern of the first vehicle without representing the individual difference of the drivers.
The braking process of vehicles is simulated in a similar way. The initial condition and distribution of parameters are set to be the same as those of starting process; the only difference is that the first vehicle is supposed to stop at the location of 800 m for a brake. Figure 7 shows the velocity curves of (a) the proposed model and (b) FVD model. The velocity curves in (a) are not uniform due to the fact that anticipation parameters of individual driver are different. But the velocity curves shown in (b) are almost all the same and, thus, are not consistent with real traffic.
The simulations of starting and braking processes indicate that our model can effectively describe the anticipation characteristic of individual driver. And given that the values of the anticipation parameters and depend on many factors such as the age, the size of vehicles, physical fitness level of drivers, experience, and the environment of road, the exact distribution of the anticipation parameters and relevant analysis are worth more discussion in future research. For dynamics of a traffic flow, whether disturbances will eventually expand or disappear and whether the traffic flow is stable or not are very important [36] . To check the stability behavior of the proposed model and to further analyze the impact of anticipation characteristic and leading vehicle's acceleration information on the stability of traffic flow, the numerical simulations are carried out under a periodic boundary condition by using the same parameters as in [28] . We set the total cars' number as = 100 which are running on a circuit road with length = 1500 m, the traffic flow is assumed to operate at a uniform spacing (15 m Figure 8 shows the snapshots of all vehicles' velocities at = 1000 s with different improved models based on FVD model. From (a), when the acceleration of leading vehicle is considered, the amplitude fluctuates much more narrowly than FVD model (FVDM), which means the stability of traffic flow is improved by introducing the acceleration of leading vehicles. And the stability of traffic flow is obviously improved with the increase of the response coefficient to the acceleration of preceding vehicle. The speed of vehicles is maintained at about 4.8 m/s when the response coefficient to the acceleration of preceding vehicle is greater than 0.3. In addition, in order to analyze the effect of different driving styles on traffic flow, first of all, the driving types are divided into two categories according to [28] . We observe the speed fluctuation of 100 vehicles for 1000 s by giving different weights to the two driving styles of vehicles, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 8(b) . Then, the driving types are further divided into three categories and In Figures 9 and 10 , the car's velocity is denoted with different 1 , 2 , 3 corresponding to = 0.3, = 0.3 and = 0.2, = 0.5, respectively. Figures 9 and 10 , respectively, demonstrate that the traffic flow will be much more stable with the decrease of delay time of aggressive ( 1 ) and conservative ( 3 ) type of driving styles and with the increase of delay time of regular ( 2 ) type of driving style. Figure 11 shows the velocity-headway trajectory of FVD model (FVDM), (a) a model considering the acceleration of leading vehicle on the basis of FVD model, (b) a model with different driving characteristics introduced, and (c) the proposed model. After sufficiently long time, the closed trajectories called hysteresis loops are explicitly observed. It can be clearly observed from (a) that the negative velocity appearing in hysteresis loop of FVD model disappears when the acceleration of leading vehicle is considered. Besides that, as the response coefficient to the acceleration of preceding vehicle increases, the area of hysteresis loop becomes progressively smaller, which denotes that the introduction of preceding vehicle's acceleration plays a positive role in the stability of traffic flow. From (b), the sizes of hysteresis loop are enlarged with the increase of conservative characteristics which are in accordance with above simulation results. Similarly, the negative velocity in hysteresis loop disappears with the increase of regular and aggressive characteristics. It is clearly illustrated in (c) that comprehensive consideration of preceding vehicle's acceleration and driving characteristics can greatly enhance traffic stability. . OVF is short for optimal velocity function and FVDM is short for full velocity difference model.
Numerical
Conclusions
This paper proposes a new model based on FVD model by considering the acceleration of preceding vehicle and the division of driving types derived from real traffic data. A clustering algorithm is adopted to divide the driving types; then an analysis on the clustering results is given, which demonstrates that different drivers have different driving styles. According to the three driving styles obtained by clustering, a new model is proposed. And the linear stable condition of the proposed model is obtained by making use of linear stability analysis. Then the effect of preceding vehicle's acceleration and driving characteristics on the stability criterion is further researched. The results of numerical simulation prove that the introduction of preceding vehicle's acceleration can avoid the negative velocity appearing in FVD model. We can find that the stability of the models with three types of driving is better than that of the one with the two driving styles. And more aggressive and regular effect can avoid the disadvantage of negative velocity and negative headway occurring with conservative effect dominant in optimal velocity. The aggressive and regular behavior play a positive role in the stabilization of traffic flow while the conservative behavior deteriorates traffic stability. Thus, this new model is more stable than the classic FVD model and is more realistic in describing real traffic flow than FVD model which supposes that all drivers are with same neutral attribute.
In the future work, a quantitative study can be made on the response time of different driving characteristics based on more field data.
